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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your database is running in ARCHIVELOG mode.
You want to take a consistent whole database backup.
Which two statements are true in this scenario? (Choose two.)
A. The database must be in MOUNT state to take consistent RMAN
backups.
B. Consistent RMAN backups can be taken while the database is
open.
C. The database instance must be shut down to take a
user-managed consistent backup.

D. RMAN backups contain only data files.
E. User-managed backups only contain formatted data blocks.
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
You add multiple processing steps to your form. How is the
order arranged?
A. The processing steps execute at the same time; the order
does not matter.
B. The processing steps are arranged in the order in which they
are added.
C. After the form is saved, the processing steps are
automatically arranged based on priority.
D. The processing steps can be arranged by dragging them up or
down.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
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D. ãƒ‡ãƒ¼ã‚¿ã‚¦ã‚§ã‚¢ãƒ•ã‚¦ã‚¸ãƒ³ã‚°
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
CONT_SQL3 with the SQL Server role, 100 GB database size,
Hyper-VM to be migrated to Azure VM.
The storage should be configured to optimized storage for
database OLTP workloads.
Azure SQL Database provides three basic in-memory based
capabilities (built into the underlying database engine) that
can contribute in a meaningful way to performance improvements:
In-Memory Online Transactional Processing (OLTP)
Clustered columnstore indexes intended primarily for Online
Analytical Processing (OLAP) workloads Nonclustered columnstore
indexes geared towards Hybrid Transactional/Analytical
Processing (HTAP) workloads References:
https://www.databasejournal.com/features/mssql/overview-of-in-m
emory-technologies-of-azure-sqldatabase.htm

NEW QUESTION: 4
In the following output, what do the ec and pc columns mean?
A. Pool compression and external compression

B. Pages compressed and elapsed context switches
C. Program counter and entitled CPUs
D. Physical processors consumed and entitled capacity consumed
E. Processor count and extra cores
Answer: D
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